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Spin
Doctors
In a Spinning World
John Morgan

The worst of the downturn may be over, but Hong Kong’s
corporate communications sector faces yet another challenge – a
rapidly changing business environment, writes Raymond Ma

F

or many public relations firms
in Hong Kong, 2009 was a
particularly gruesome year as
companies slashed – among many
things – their marketing and
communications budgets to save
costs. This was at a time when markets
were reeling at the effects of the
subprime mortgage crisis in the US,
and revenues plummeted.
Some were hit particularly hard, says
John Morgan, regional managing
director for public relations firm
GolinHarris in Greater China, and they

were forced to layoff staff as business
slowed and even long-standing
clients re-evaluated their business
relationship.
“I think those that had a difficult
time in 2009 tended to be
generalists, and was part of a large
multinational corporation. They are
typically those who were dependant
on [client’s] global and regional
budgets to manage product
campaigns, among other things. As
we know, when large companies
face challenging times, one of the

first things that go is they slice the marketing
budget,” Morgan, whose firm bucked the trend
by posting double-digit growth last year, says.

Lowest-price
On the other hand, a recent trend, which played to
the sector’s favor, is a tendency for government
departments to move away from the traditional
lowest-price bidder mentality when outsourcing
public engagement projects. This was driven by
increasing sensitivity towards public criticism, as
well as an urge to become more accountable in
the use of public funds. He says that increasingly
government departments are looking for a
strategic partner, who is best fit to carry out the
job – and someone who may not necessarily be
asking for lowest fee, especially when dealing
with high profile infrastructure projects.
“In the old days it was really hard to compete [in a
system] based on the lowest priced bidders;
increasingly we are seeing these decisions being
made by committees which compose of people
from both public and private sectors. Whereas
previously, the decision that was made was a kind
of compromise, now it’s a more forward way of
thinking in terms of how they can best use public
money to achieve at the end of the day what the
people are being hired to do,” Morgan says.
More likely than ever, when government
departments issue a request for a proposal to bid
for media relations projects, Morgan says
companies nowadays are typically given a more
realistic time frame to respond. They are also more
likely to allow a company to explain, sometimes
over multiple meetings, how they can add value
to a certain project, he adds.
In selecting media relations partners, government
departments may have also been driven toward
this more forward-thinking approach in part due
to the rise of digital media, such as blogs,
Facebook, and other social networking tools.
Because of their wide adoption by the general

public as well as special interest activists in Hong
Kong, social media have played a strong role in
influencing
public
opinion.
Increasingly,
government departments realize they need to be
able to understand and respond to opinions
formed in the digital space, something which only
be done by strategic partners with the right skill
sets, he says.

“

Hong Kong is a very practical place. If you have an
idea for a creative campaign, people don’t really care
if you are a PR agency or whether you are in advertising, as long as you can do it, then go for it.

”

Cutting edge
While traditionally Asian companies have been at
the cutting edge of using new technologies to
change how business is done, Morgan notes the
use of social media has yet to take hold among
companies in the region. Unlike in the US where
organizations are using tools such as YouTube and
Twitter to engage customers, he says that
companies in Asia, including in Hong Kong, are
still at an educational phase.
Executives understand the rising importance of
social media, but they are still unsure how to
respond or get involved. “There’s still a learning
curve in Asia. It’s still predominantly one way,
where the consumers are responding with a
whole bunch of different tools, but the companies
are just watching and measuring but they are not
really interacting,” he says.
One possible reason, he suggests, is that many
blue chip companies in Hong Kong are sprung
from more traditional family businesses.
Stretching back generations, these modern
businesses have retained the more traditional
means typical of how members of family business
communicate. While it has served them well in the
past and continued to do so, it also means that
these companies are less familiar with the new
techniques brought about by the advent of the
digital age, Morgan says.
Eventually, he believes that companies in Asia and
in Hong Kong will not only catch up in the use of
such social network tools in communicating with
customers and the greater community at large,

but also leapfrog their Western counterparts, as in
the case with technology development.
“It’s only a matter of time. When Asia is not the first
to do something, they tend to watch and let
others experiment and they come in three or five
years later to do it much better. That’s what we
have seen in Korea, where they have caught up to
the rest of the consumer electronics industry, and
have in some instances even leapfrogged it.”
Finally, he observes that 2009 was a year in which
corporations in Hong Kong have displayed a
greater level of willingness to be transparent
about their business operations, especially when
they became targets of criticism from NGOs,
which they felt was unfair.
“There is a growing level of transparency because
it’s something that’s not only good for business
but also because you can’t really avoid it now. Five
or six years ago they were much more resistant to
responding to criticism, but now not only are they
willing to respond, but they realise what the cost
is if they don’t,” he says, adding that companies are
becoming more willing to explain themselves in
issues such as labor, and the environment.

strengths. These could be projects they previously
did not consider to be within the scope of their
business. Part of the reason that GolinHarris had
been able to not only endure but also prosper in
2009 was its willingness to stretch and challenge
itself, he says.

For example, last February, for the first the firm
managed the media relations for annual Standard
Chartered Marathon – successfully transforming
the event from a mere foot race for the athletically
inclined to a more inclusive health event for the
greater Hong Kong community. This was despite
the fact that GolinHarris tended to be perceived as
a firm who typically dealt with projects what were
more corporate in nature. The firm also went after
projects that were not traditionally offered to
public relations firms, such as its six-month
collaboration with the Home Affairs Bureau to
drive home the importance of family values. This
resulted in the creation of two 30-second
television public service announcements.

Fresh opportunities

“PR, when you do it well, can drive the business
strategy. It’s got the networking and
communications tools that can do that,” Morgan
says. “One of the best things I have always liked
about Hong Kong is that frankly no one really
cares who does what as long as you can do it.”

Looking ahead, Morgan, whose firm was recently
named PR consultancy of the Year by the Asia
Pacific PR Awards, suggests that one way for
communications firms in Hong Kong to grow
amid a slow economic recovery is to go after fresh
opportunities that are complimentary to their

“Hong Kong is a very practical place. If you have an
idea for a creative campaign, people don’t really
care if you are a PR agency or whether you are in
advertising, as long as you can do it, then go for it,”
he says.
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know about current affairs, if you want to work in
communications or marketing,” she says. “It’s
because you have to have that knowledge.”

Beijing exposure

The
Missing
Links

Anna Fang

Fond of the Chinese culture and history and
longing for work in a place where there is a
Chinese community, Fang arrived in Beijing
working for the Great Wall Sheraton Hotel as the
Public Relations and Advertising Manager. The
posting gave her the opportunity to work for a
multi-national company (MNC) “side-by-side with
members of the Communist Party.”
“Some people can’t take living overseas because it
can be quite a shock. But I had a great desire to do
that,” she says of her first overseas job. “Beijing was
very different at that time,” and it was not always an
easy place to work as an expatriate. Soon after
June 1989, all expatriates at the company were
evacuated, and ultimately lost their jobs. It was a
turning point for Fang, which allowed her to have a
taste of real life in Hong Kong.

For small public relations companies, personality is often the
key differentiator in service quality. Kenny Lau interviews
industry specialist Anna Fang to find out her secrets of success

A

s a high school student, she
was a regular columnist and
writer for the Gazette-Times in her
hometown of Corvallis, Oregon, in
addition to her role as executive
secretary for the business manager of
the city’s daily newspaper. “I did a lot
of unusual things at an early age,”
Anna JH Fang, director of anna fang
public relations, now recalls. She
entered the School of Journalism at
the University of Oregon-Eugene.
During the time she had a radio show
on KWAX-FM, the university's radio
station and city's classical music
station, and worked as a reporter for

the Oregon Daily Emerald side-by-side
with the late Randy Shilts, author of
"And the Band Played On..."
“My dream at a young age was to
become editor of an international
magazine,” Fang remembers. However,
she took the advice of a professor to
be more “well rounded,” switched her
major of study, and earned a
Bachelor's and Master's degree in
history from the University of
California-Santa Cruz after having
worked for two years in Lake Tahoe,
California. “I tell my interns even today
that you have to be an info-junkie and
3

Fang later returned to Beijing for a two-year
contract at Tianlun Dynasty Hotel Beijing as the
Marketing Communications Services Manager of
the hotel’s pre-opening team, and she was one of
seven who completed their contract out of 45
expatriates. The days as a communications
specialist for MNCs continued with Hutchison
Telephone and Motorola in Hong Kong in the
1990s, where she learned the fine art of public
relations on a regional and global scale.
“For corporation communications, you have to
know the field and the culture of a company by
learning on the job,” Fang points out. “You need to
be open and be able to pick things up quickly as
information travels at an even quicker pace.”
Years of experience in the corporate
communications sector had exposed Fang to a
variety of agencies, and she had come to notice
the missing links in PR. Fang eventually founded

her own business in 2002, and the model of anna
fang public relations is a direct result of her
previous
experience
in
corporate
communications. “When I started my business, I
found out what a lot of 4As [large PR agencies
associated with the Council of PR Firms in the US]
didn’t do,” Fang points out.

Media pitches
Media relations, Fang points out, is largely
dependent on creativity because of the need to
think of different angles to market a story. In a
product that may be of intellectual or academic in
nature, the key lies in “CEO branding” because the
“CEO is the brand of the company; the CEO is the
company,” Fang believes.
Instead of depending on press releases, she does
media “pitches,” something short and easy to
understand about a subject while suggesting to
the press with an “interesting” angle of a story as a
journalist. Instead of a following a formula or
template, Fang creates a customized strategy and
execution plan for individual clients based on the
character of the project or personality of a
targeted CEO.
“Pitches take a long time because you need to
think about how you can attract the media to do
the interview,” Fang says. In supporting a client in
media relations, “you often have to ask what they
do not want, as their in-house communications
department already does certain things,” she adds.
At anna fang public relations, Fang herself is the
sole proprietor, taking care of different aspects of
the business. Despite the interest of overseas PR
agencies to partner, her vision is to keep it small
and refrain from forming business partnerships, in
order to “be your own boss, at your own hours,”
handling one to two projects and a few other
clients at a time. “That’s why I can work from
anywhere in the world, except to be present at
media interviews of clients,” she says, adding that
staying small is a way to guard against breach of

stringent quality control and standard of care.
“But you have to be very organized and
motivated, doing everything on your own,” Fang
adds. “You also have to be very cautious in things
like whether you would get paid. A big company
can absorb shocks, but for small businesses it is
devastating.” And there has been “zero” business
support from outside sources from the beginning.
She recalls the fact that “Me, myself, and I” had
done the research and due diligence before
establishing the small company, sometimes on a
trial and error basis.

“

I am very goal-oriented
and like to please people,
and I know how to think of
the angles that would interest the press and visualize
what type of publications
they can be in… it is about
getting the editor to do the
interviews.

”

“I wouldn’t say I am the best businessperson,” Fang
says. “[But] I am very goal-oriented and like to
please people, and I know how to think of the
angles that would interest the press and visualize
what type of publications they can be in… it is
about getting the editor to do the interviews.”
The combination of an outgoing personality and
an open mind has always helped in writing media
pitches, for which “I just don’t do things black and
white,” says Fang, who is fully aware of the high
level of expectations from her clients. “Sometimes

clients try to sell sales stuff instead of knowledge.”
And that’s when creativity will come in handy.
“That is what it is all about…telling an interesting
story to the public, and hopefully the process will
then raise the profile of the CEO, the company or
the product.”

The edge
anna fang public relations has won APEX Awards
of Excellence for company website and for
company brochure, in 2008 and 2009 respectively,
which Fang believes shows her unique way of
doing things. She has won over 16 awards since
1998. But she can also be harsh on herself in times
when clients’ expectations are not met, she
admits. Despite the small scale on which she
operates, Fang does not consider herself a
freelancer but a full service provider of a
specialized sector in the PR field. However, it isn’t
any cheaper to hire her service than the industry
norm for a standard PR consultant.
A believer of synergy in client relationships,
Fang is selective on whom to enlist as clients for
a match of mentality and belief. “I actually do
research on who I like as a potential client. It
might take me a couple of years to get them as
clients,” she says. And she does not target the
same clienteles as big firms do. “There are
different niches. We don’t collide on what we do,”
she says. “I don’t select people who are famous
but people who have a passion or an interesting
way of doing what they do and who have an
interesting story to tell.”
The competitive edge of her company, Fang
believes, is the combination of knowledge of the
PR industry and local culture from having lived and
worked in Hong Kong and the vision to offer
service in a mature market with a unique personal
viewpoint. The missing links of the PR supply chain
Fang found years earlier have now become the
signature of her company. “What makes me happy
is when clients get a nice article published about
them as a result of my efforts,” she says.
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Spin
Doctors
In a Spinning World
John Morgan

The worst of the downturn may be over, but Hong Kong’s
corporate communications sector faces yet another challenge – a
rapidly changing business environment, writes Raymond Ma

F

or many public relations firms
in Hong Kong, 2009 was a
particularly gruesome year as
companies slashed – among many
things – their marketing and
communications budgets to save
costs. This was at a time when markets
were reeling at the effects of the
subprime mortgage crisis in the US,
and revenues plummeted.
Some were hit particularly hard, says
John Morgan, regional managing
director for public relations firm
GolinHarris in Greater China, and they

were forced to layoff staff as business
slowed and even long-standing
clients re-evaluated their business
relationship.
“I think those that had a difficult
time in 2009 tended to be
generalists, and was part of a large
multinational corporation. They are
typically those who were dependant
on [client’s] global and regional
budgets to manage product
campaigns, among other things. As
we know, when large companies
face challenging times, one of the

first things that go is they slice the marketing
budget,” Morgan, whose firm bucked the trend
by posting double-digit growth last year, says.

Lowest-price
On the other hand, a recent trend, which played to
the sector’s favor, is a tendency for government
departments to move away from the traditional
lowest-price bidder mentality when outsourcing
public engagement projects. This was driven by
increasing sensitivity towards public criticism, as
well as an urge to become more accountable in
the use of public funds. He says that increasingly
government departments are looking for a
strategic partner, who is best fit to carry out the
job – and someone who may not necessarily be
asking for lowest fee, especially when dealing
with high profile infrastructure projects.
“In the old days it was really hard to compete [in a
system] based on the lowest priced bidders;
increasingly we are seeing these decisions being
made by committees which compose of people
from both public and private sectors. Whereas
previously, the decision that was made was a kind
of compromise, now it’s a more forward way of
thinking in terms of how they can best use public
money to achieve at the end of the day what the
people are being hired to do,” Morgan says.
More likely than ever, when government
departments issue a request for a proposal to bid
for media relations projects, Morgan says
companies nowadays are typically given a more
realistic time frame to respond. They are also more
likely to allow a company to explain, sometimes
over multiple meetings, how they can add value
to a certain project, he adds.
In selecting media relations partners, government
departments may have also been driven toward
this more forward-thinking approach in part due
to the rise of digital media, such as blogs,
Facebook, and other social networking tools.
Because of their wide adoption by the general

public as well as special interest activists in Hong
Kong, social media have played a strong role in
influencing
public
opinion.
Increasingly,
government departments realize they need to be
able to understand and respond to opinions
formed in the digital space, something which only
be done by strategic partners with the right skill
sets, he says.

“

Hong Kong is a very practical place. If you have an
idea for a creative campaign, people don’t really care
if you are a PR agency or whether you are in advertising, as long as you can do it, then go for it.

”

Cutting edge
While traditionally Asian companies have been at
the cutting edge of using new technologies to
change how business is done, Morgan notes the
use of social media has yet to take hold among
companies in the region. Unlike in the US where
organizations are using tools such as YouTube and
Twitter to engage customers, he says that
companies in Asia, including in Hong Kong, are
still at an educational phase.
Executives understand the rising importance of
social media, but they are still unsure how to
respond or get involved. “There’s still a learning
curve in Asia. It’s still predominantly one way,
where the consumers are responding with a
whole bunch of different tools, but the companies
are just watching and measuring but they are not
really interacting,” he says.
One possible reason, he suggests, is that many
blue chip companies in Hong Kong are sprung
from more traditional family businesses.
Stretching back generations, these modern
businesses have retained the more traditional
means typical of how members of family business
communicate. While it has served them well in the
past and continued to do so, it also means that
these companies are less familiar with the new
techniques brought about by the advent of the
digital age, Morgan says.
Eventually, he believes that companies in Asia and
in Hong Kong will not only catch up in the use of
such social network tools in communicating with
customers and the greater community at large,

but also leapfrog their Western counterparts, as in
the case with technology development.
“It’s only a matter of time. When Asia is not the first
to do something, they tend to watch and let
others experiment and they come in three or five
years later to do it much better. That’s what we
have seen in Korea, where they have caught up to
the rest of the consumer electronics industry, and
have in some instances even leapfrogged it.”
Finally, he observes that 2009 was a year in which
corporations in Hong Kong have displayed a
greater level of willingness to be transparent
about their business operations, especially when
they became targets of criticism from NGOs,
which they felt was unfair.
“There is a growing level of transparency because
it’s something that’s not only good for business
but also because you can’t really avoid it now. Five
or six years ago they were much more resistant to
responding to criticism, but now not only are they
willing to respond, but they realise what the cost
is if they don’t,” he says, adding that companies are
becoming more willing to explain themselves in
issues such as labor, and the environment.

strengths. These could be projects they previously
did not consider to be within the scope of their
business. Part of the reason that GolinHarris had
been able to not only endure but also prosper in
2009 was its willingness to stretch and challenge
itself, he says.

For example, last February, for the first the firm
managed the media relations for annual Standard
Chartered Marathon – successfully transforming
the event from a mere foot race for the athletically
inclined to a more inclusive health event for the
greater Hong Kong community. This was despite
the fact that GolinHarris tended to be perceived as
a firm who typically dealt with projects what were
more corporate in nature. The firm also went after
projects that were not traditionally offered to
public relations firms, such as its six-month
collaboration with the Home Affairs Bureau to
drive home the importance of family values. This
resulted in the creation of two 30-second
television public service announcements.

Fresh opportunities

“PR, when you do it well, can drive the business
strategy. It’s got the networking and
communications tools that can do that,” Morgan
says. “One of the best things I have always liked
about Hong Kong is that frankly no one really
cares who does what as long as you can do it.”

Looking ahead, Morgan, whose firm was recently
named PR consultancy of the Year by the Asia
Pacific PR Awards, suggests that one way for
communications firms in Hong Kong to grow
amid a slow economic recovery is to go after fresh
opportunities that are complimentary to their

“Hong Kong is a very practical place. If you have an
idea for a creative campaign, people don’t really
care if you are a PR agency or whether you are in
advertising, as long as you can do it, then go for it,”
he says.
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know about current affairs, if you want to work in
communications or marketing,” she says. “It’s
because you have to have that knowledge.”

Beijing exposure

The
Missing
Links

Anna Fang

Fond of the Chinese culture and history and
longing for work in a place where there is a
Chinese community, Fang arrived in Beijing
working for the Great Wall Sheraton Hotel as the
Public Relations and Advertising Manager. The
posting gave her the opportunity to work for a
multi-national company (MNC) “side-by-side with
members of the Communist Party.”
“Some people can’t take living overseas because it
can be quite a shock. But I had a great desire to do
that,” she says of her first overseas job. “Beijing was
very different at that time,” and it was not always an
easy place to work as an expatriate. Soon after
June 1989, all expatriates at the company were
evacuated, and ultimately lost their jobs. It was a
turning point for Fang, which allowed her to have a
taste of real life in Hong Kong.

For small public relations companies, personality is often the
key differentiator in service quality. Kenny Lau interviews
industry specialist Anna Fang to find out her secrets of success

A

s a high school student, she
was a regular columnist and
writer for the Gazette-Times in her
hometown of Corvallis, Oregon, in
addition to her role as executive
secretary for the business manager of
the city’s daily newspaper. “I did a lot
of unusual things at an early age,”
Anna JH Fang, director of anna fang
public relations, now recalls. She
entered the School of Journalism at
the University of Oregon-Eugene.
During the time she had a radio show
on KWAX-FM, the university's radio
station and city's classical music
station, and worked as a reporter for

the Oregon Daily Emerald side-by-side
with the late Randy Shilts, author of
"And the Band Played On..."
“My dream at a young age was to
become editor of an international
magazine,” Fang remembers. However,
she took the advice of a professor to
be more “well rounded,” switched her
major of study, and earned a
Bachelor's and Master's degree in
history from the University of
California-Santa Cruz after having
worked for two years in Lake Tahoe,
California. “I tell my interns even today
that you have to be an info-junkie and
3

Fang later returned to Beijing for a two-year
contract at Tianlun Dynasty Hotel Beijing as the
Marketing Communications Services Manager of
the hotel’s pre-opening team, and she was one of
seven who completed their contract out of 45
expatriates. The days as a communications
specialist for MNCs continued with Hutchison
Telephone and Motorola in Hong Kong in the
1990s, where she learned the fine art of public
relations on a regional and global scale.
“For corporation communications, you have to
know the field and the culture of a company by
learning on the job,” Fang points out. “You need to
be open and be able to pick things up quickly as
information travels at an even quicker pace.”
Years of experience in the corporate
communications sector had exposed Fang to a
variety of agencies, and she had come to notice
the missing links in PR. Fang eventually founded

her own business in 2002, and the model of anna
fang public relations is a direct result of her
previous
experience
in
corporate
communications. “When I started my business, I
found out what a lot of 4As [large PR agencies
associated with the Council of PR Firms in the US]
didn’t do,” Fang points out.

Media pitches
Media relations, Fang points out, is largely
dependent on creativity because of the need to
think of different angles to market a story. In a
product that may be of intellectual or academic in
nature, the key lies in “CEO branding” because the
“CEO is the brand of the company; the CEO is the
company,” Fang believes.
Instead of depending on press releases, she does
media “pitches,” something short and easy to
understand about a subject while suggesting to
the press with an “interesting” angle of a story as a
journalist. Instead of a following a formula or
template, Fang creates a customized strategy and
execution plan for individual clients based on the
character of the project or personality of a
targeted CEO.
“Pitches take a long time because you need to
think about how you can attract the media to do
the interview,” Fang says. In supporting a client in
media relations, “you often have to ask what they
do not want, as their in-house communications
department already does certain things,” she adds.
At anna fang public relations, Fang herself is the
sole proprietor, taking care of different aspects of
the business. Despite the interest of overseas PR
agencies to partner, her vision is to keep it small
and refrain from forming business partnerships, in
order to “be your own boss, at your own hours,”
handling one to two projects and a few other
clients at a time. “That’s why I can work from
anywhere in the world, except to be present at
media interviews of clients,” she says, adding that
staying small is a way to guard against breach of

stringent quality control and standard of care.
“But you have to be very organized and
motivated, doing everything on your own,” Fang
adds. “You also have to be very cautious in things
like whether you would get paid. A big company
can absorb shocks, but for small businesses it is
devastating.” And there has been “zero” business
support from outside sources from the beginning.
She recalls the fact that “Me, myself, and I” had
done the research and due diligence before
establishing the small company, sometimes on a
trial and error basis.

“

I am very goal-oriented
and like to please people,
and I know how to think of
the angles that would interest the press and visualize
what type of publications
they can be in… it is about
getting the editor to do the
interviews.

”

“I wouldn’t say I am the best businessperson,” Fang
says. “[But] I am very goal-oriented and like to
please people, and I know how to think of the
angles that would interest the press and visualize
what type of publications they can be in… it is
about getting the editor to do the interviews.”
The combination of an outgoing personality and
an open mind has always helped in writing media
pitches, for which “I just don’t do things black and
white,” says Fang, who is fully aware of the high
level of expectations from her clients. “Sometimes

clients try to sell sales stuff instead of knowledge.”
And that’s when creativity will come in handy.
“That is what it is all about…telling an interesting
story to the public, and hopefully the process will
then raise the profile of the CEO, the company or
the product.”

The edge
anna fang public relations has won APEX Awards
of Excellence for company website and for
company brochure, in 2008 and 2009 respectively,
which Fang believes shows her unique way of
doing things. She has won over 16 awards since
1998. But she can also be harsh on herself in times
when clients’ expectations are not met, she
admits. Despite the small scale on which she
operates, Fang does not consider herself a
freelancer but a full service provider of a
specialized sector in the PR field. However, it isn’t
any cheaper to hire her service than the industry
norm for a standard PR consultant.
A believer of synergy in client relationships,
Fang is selective on whom to enlist as clients for
a match of mentality and belief. “I actually do
research on who I like as a potential client. It
might take me a couple of years to get them as
clients,” she says. And she does not target the
same clienteles as big firms do. “There are
different niches. We don’t collide on what we do,”
she says. “I don’t select people who are famous
but people who have a passion or an interesting
way of doing what they do and who have an
interesting story to tell.”
The competitive edge of her company, Fang
believes, is the combination of knowledge of the
PR industry and local culture from having lived and
worked in Hong Kong and the vision to offer
service in a mature market with a unique personal
viewpoint. The missing links of the PR supply chain
Fang found years earlier have now become the
signature of her company. “What makes me happy
is when clients get a nice article published about
them as a result of my efforts,” she says.
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Spin
Doctors
In a Spinning World
John Morgan

The worst of the downturn may be over, but Hong Kong’s
corporate communications sector faces yet another challenge – a
rapidly changing business environment, writes Raymond Ma

F

or many public relations firms
in Hong Kong, 2009 was a
particularly gruesome year as
companies slashed – among many
things – their marketing and
communications budgets to save
costs. This was at a time when markets
were reeling at the effects of the
subprime mortgage crisis in the US,
and revenues plummeted.
Some were hit particularly hard, says
John Morgan, regional managing
director for public relations firm
GolinHarris in Greater China, and they

were forced to layoff staff as business
slowed and even long-standing
clients re-evaluated their business
relationship.
“I think those that had a difficult
time in 2009 tended to be
generalists, and was part of a large
multinational corporation. They are
typically those who were dependant
on [client’s] global and regional
budgets to manage product
campaigns, among other things. As
we know, when large companies
face challenging times, one of the

first things that go is they slice the marketing
budget,” Morgan, whose firm bucked the trend
by posting double-digit growth last year, says.

Lowest-price
On the other hand, a recent trend, which played to
the sector’s favor, is a tendency for government
departments to move away from the traditional
lowest-price bidder mentality when outsourcing
public engagement projects. This was driven by
increasing sensitivity towards public criticism, as
well as an urge to become more accountable in
the use of public funds. He says that increasingly
government departments are looking for a
strategic partner, who is best fit to carry out the
job – and someone who may not necessarily be
asking for lowest fee, especially when dealing
with high profile infrastructure projects.
“In the old days it was really hard to compete [in a
system] based on the lowest priced bidders;
increasingly we are seeing these decisions being
made by committees which compose of people
from both public and private sectors. Whereas
previously, the decision that was made was a kind
of compromise, now it’s a more forward way of
thinking in terms of how they can best use public
money to achieve at the end of the day what the
people are being hired to do,” Morgan says.
More likely than ever, when government
departments issue a request for a proposal to bid
for media relations projects, Morgan says
companies nowadays are typically given a more
realistic time frame to respond. They are also more
likely to allow a company to explain, sometimes
over multiple meetings, how they can add value
to a certain project, he adds.
In selecting media relations partners, government
departments may have also been driven toward
this more forward-thinking approach in part due
to the rise of digital media, such as blogs,
Facebook, and other social networking tools.
Because of their wide adoption by the general

public as well as special interest activists in Hong
Kong, social media have played a strong role in
influencing
public
opinion.
Increasingly,
government departments realize they need to be
able to understand and respond to opinions
formed in the digital space, something which only
be done by strategic partners with the right skill
sets, he says.

“

Hong Kong is a very practical place. If you have an
idea for a creative campaign, people don’t really care
if you are a PR agency or whether you are in advertising, as long as you can do it, then go for it.

”

Cutting edge
While traditionally Asian companies have been at
the cutting edge of using new technologies to
change how business is done, Morgan notes the
use of social media has yet to take hold among
companies in the region. Unlike in the US where
organizations are using tools such as YouTube and
Twitter to engage customers, he says that
companies in Asia, including in Hong Kong, are
still at an educational phase.
Executives understand the rising importance of
social media, but they are still unsure how to
respond or get involved. “There’s still a learning
curve in Asia. It’s still predominantly one way,
where the consumers are responding with a
whole bunch of different tools, but the companies
are just watching and measuring but they are not
really interacting,” he says.
One possible reason, he suggests, is that many
blue chip companies in Hong Kong are sprung
from more traditional family businesses.
Stretching back generations, these modern
businesses have retained the more traditional
means typical of how members of family business
communicate. While it has served them well in the
past and continued to do so, it also means that
these companies are less familiar with the new
techniques brought about by the advent of the
digital age, Morgan says.
Eventually, he believes that companies in Asia and
in Hong Kong will not only catch up in the use of
such social network tools in communicating with
customers and the greater community at large,

but also leapfrog their Western counterparts, as in
the case with technology development.
“It’s only a matter of time. When Asia is not the first
to do something, they tend to watch and let
others experiment and they come in three or five
years later to do it much better. That’s what we
have seen in Korea, where they have caught up to
the rest of the consumer electronics industry, and
have in some instances even leapfrogged it.”
Finally, he observes that 2009 was a year in which
corporations in Hong Kong have displayed a
greater level of willingness to be transparent
about their business operations, especially when
they became targets of criticism from NGOs,
which they felt was unfair.
“There is a growing level of transparency because
it’s something that’s not only good for business
but also because you can’t really avoid it now. Five
or six years ago they were much more resistant to
responding to criticism, but now not only are they
willing to respond, but they realise what the cost
is if they don’t,” he says, adding that companies are
becoming more willing to explain themselves in
issues such as labor, and the environment.

strengths. These could be projects they previously
did not consider to be within the scope of their
business. Part of the reason that GolinHarris had
been able to not only endure but also prosper in
2009 was its willingness to stretch and challenge
itself, he says.

For example, last February, for the first the firm
managed the media relations for annual Standard
Chartered Marathon – successfully transforming
the event from a mere foot race for the athletically
inclined to a more inclusive health event for the
greater Hong Kong community. This was despite
the fact that GolinHarris tended to be perceived as
a firm who typically dealt with projects what were
more corporate in nature. The firm also went after
projects that were not traditionally offered to
public relations firms, such as its six-month
collaboration with the Home Affairs Bureau to
drive home the importance of family values. This
resulted in the creation of two 30-second
television public service announcements.

Fresh opportunities

“PR, when you do it well, can drive the business
strategy. It’s got the networking and
communications tools that can do that,” Morgan
says. “One of the best things I have always liked
about Hong Kong is that frankly no one really
cares who does what as long as you can do it.”

Looking ahead, Morgan, whose firm was recently
named PR consultancy of the Year by the Asia
Pacific PR Awards, suggests that one way for
communications firms in Hong Kong to grow
amid a slow economic recovery is to go after fresh
opportunities that are complimentary to their

“Hong Kong is a very practical place. If you have an
idea for a creative campaign, people don’t really
care if you are a PR agency or whether you are in
advertising, as long as you can do it, then go for it,”
he says.
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know about current affairs, if you want to work in
communications or marketing,” she says. “It’s
because you have to have that knowledge.”

Beijing exposure

The
Missing
Links

Anna Fang

Fond of the Chinese culture and history and
longing for work in a place where there is a
Chinese community, Fang arrived in Beijing
working for the Great Wall Sheraton Hotel as the
Public Relations and Advertising Manager. The
posting gave her the opportunity to work for a
multi-national company (MNC) “side-by-side with
members of the Communist Party.”
“Some people can’t take living overseas because it
can be quite a shock. But I had a great desire to do
that,” she says of her first overseas job. “Beijing was
very different at that time,” and it was not always an
easy place to work as an expatriate. Soon after
June 1989, all expatriates at the company were
evacuated, and ultimately lost their jobs. It was a
turning point for Fang, which allowed her to have a
taste of real life in Hong Kong.

For small public relations companies, personality is often the
key differentiator in service quality. Kenny Lau interviews
industry specialist Anna Fang to find out her secrets of success

A

s a high school student, she
was a regular columnist and
writer for the Gazette-Times in her
hometown of Corvallis, Oregon, in
addition to her role as executive
secretary for the business manager of
the city’s daily newspaper. “I did a lot
of unusual things at an early age,”
Anna JH Fang, director of anna fang
public relations, now recalls. She
entered the School of Journalism at
the University of Oregon-Eugene.
During the time she had a radio show
on KWAX-FM, the university's radio
station and city's classical music
station, and worked as a reporter for

the Oregon Daily Emerald side-by-side
with the late Randy Shilts, author of
"And the Band Played On..."
“My dream at a young age was to
become editor of an international
magazine,” Fang remembers. However,
she took the advice of a professor to
be more “well rounded,” switched her
major of study, and earned a
Bachelor's and Master's degree in
history from the University of
California-Santa Cruz after having
worked for two years in Lake Tahoe,
California. “I tell my interns even today
that you have to be an info-junkie and
3

Fang later returned to Beijing for a two-year
contract at Tianlun Dynasty Hotel Beijing as the
Marketing Communications Services Manager of
the hotel’s pre-opening team, and she was one of
seven who completed their contract out of 45
expatriates. The days as a communications
specialist for MNCs continued with Hutchison
Telephone and Motorola in Hong Kong in the
1990s, where she learned the fine art of public
relations on a regional and global scale.
“For corporation communications, you have to
know the field and the culture of a company by
learning on the job,” Fang points out. “You need to
be open and be able to pick things up quickly as
information travels at an even quicker pace.”
Years of experience in the corporate
communications sector had exposed Fang to a
variety of agencies, and she had come to notice
the missing links in PR. Fang eventually founded

her own business in 2002, and the model of anna
fang public relations is a direct result of her
previous
experience
in
corporate
communications. “When I started my business, I
found out what a lot of 4As [large PR agencies
associated with the Council of PR Firms in the US]
didn’t do,” Fang points out.

Media pitches
Media relations, Fang points out, is largely
dependent on creativity because of the need to
think of different angles to market a story. In a
product that may be of intellectual or academic in
nature, the key lies in “CEO branding” because the
“CEO is the brand of the company; the CEO is the
company,” Fang believes.
Instead of depending on press releases, she does
media “pitches,” something short and easy to
understand about a subject while suggesting to
the press with an “interesting” angle of a story as a
journalist. Instead of a following a formula or
template, Fang creates a customized strategy and
execution plan for individual clients based on the
character of the project or personality of a
targeted CEO.
“Pitches take a long time because you need to
think about how you can attract the media to do
the interview,” Fang says. In supporting a client in
media relations, “you often have to ask what they
do not want, as their in-house communications
department already does certain things,” she adds.
At anna fang public relations, Fang herself is the
sole proprietor, taking care of different aspects of
the business. Despite the interest of overseas PR
agencies to partner, her vision is to keep it small
and refrain from forming business partnerships, in
order to “be your own boss, at your own hours,”
handling one to two projects and a few other
clients at a time. “That’s why I can work from
anywhere in the world, except to be present at
media interviews of clients,” she says, adding that
staying small is a way to guard against breach of

stringent quality control and standard of care.
“But you have to be very organized and
motivated, doing everything on your own,” Fang
adds. “You also have to be very cautious in things
like whether you would get paid. A big company
can absorb shocks, but for small businesses it is
devastating.” And there has been “zero” business
support from outside sources from the beginning.
She recalls the fact that “Me, myself, and I” had
done the research and due diligence before
establishing the small company, sometimes on a
trial and error basis.

“

I am very goal-oriented
and like to please people,
and I know how to think of
the angles that would interest the press and visualize
what type of publications
they can be in… it is about
getting the editor to do the
interviews.

”

“I wouldn’t say I am the best businessperson,” Fang
says. “[But] I am very goal-oriented and like to
please people, and I know how to think of the
angles that would interest the press and visualize
what type of publications they can be in… it is
about getting the editor to do the interviews.”
The combination of an outgoing personality and
an open mind has always helped in writing media
pitches, for which “I just don’t do things black and
white,” says Fang, who is fully aware of the high
level of expectations from her clients. “Sometimes

clients try to sell sales stuff instead of knowledge.”
And that’s when creativity will come in handy.
“That is what it is all about…telling an interesting
story to the public, and hopefully the process will
then raise the profile of the CEO, the company or
the product.”

The edge
anna fang public relations has won APEX Awards
of Excellence for company website and for
company brochure, in 2008 and 2009 respectively,
which Fang believes shows her unique way of
doing things. She has won over 16 awards since
1998. But she can also be harsh on herself in times
when clients’ expectations are not met, she
admits. Despite the small scale on which she
operates, Fang does not consider herself a
freelancer but a full service provider of a
specialized sector in the PR field. However, it isn’t
any cheaper to hire her service than the industry
norm for a standard PR consultant.
A believer of synergy in client relationships,
Fang is selective on whom to enlist as clients for
a match of mentality and belief. “I actually do
research on who I like as a potential client. It
might take me a couple of years to get them as
clients,” she says. And she does not target the
same clienteles as big firms do. “There are
different niches. We don’t collide on what we do,”
she says. “I don’t select people who are famous
but people who have a passion or an interesting
way of doing what they do and who have an
interesting story to tell.”
The competitive edge of her company, Fang
believes, is the combination of knowledge of the
PR industry and local culture from having lived and
worked in Hong Kong and the vision to offer
service in a mature market with a unique personal
viewpoint. The missing links of the PR supply chain
Fang found years earlier have now become the
signature of her company. “What makes me happy
is when clients get a nice article published about
them as a result of my efforts,” she says.
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